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Chapter Overview: 
 

This chapter deals with 

 Atmosphere & its significance. 

 Composition of atmosphere. 

 Structure of atmosphere 

 Components of Weather & Climate 

Note: This summary should be supplemented with basic reading of NCERT. 
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 What is Atmosphere? 

 It is a huge blanket of air, which surrounds our earth. 

 

 Significance of Atmosphere? 

 It makes temperature of earth liveable 

 Protects heating up of earth from (Green House Effect) 

 Protection from UV rays    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Composition of Atmosphere 

Air in atmosphere is mixture of many gases 

Nitrogen  Most abundant gas, nearly 78% of 

the atmosphere 

 Humans inhale through air & exhale 

 Plants can not directly take from 

atmosphere thus needs nitrogen 

fixing bacteria 

 

Relevance rating: 3/5 

 Civil Service syllabus: India and World Geography-Physical Geography 

 This will help to gain clarity about atmosphere, weather & their components.  

 The base formation from this class will help in further understanding the concepts like 

wind movement, cyclonic circulations etc. in higher classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Green House Gas (GHG)-gases which traps heat radiated from the earth thus increases 

the temperature of the earth example- Carbon dioxide. These gases produce Green House 

effect. 

Global Warming-When the level of GHG increases in atmosphere due to anthropogenic 

reason temperature increase is known as Global Warming. 
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Oxygen  Second most abundant (nearly 

21%) 

 Humans & animals inhale oxygen 

 Plants produces oxygen during 

photosynthesis process 

 Deforestation leads to reduced 

oxygen production thus imbalance of 

oxygen in atmosphere 

Carbon dioxide  Nearly 0.03%  of atmosphere 

 Used by green plants in making their 

food 

 Exhaled by humans & animals 

 Perfect balance when CO2 required 

by plants equals to CO2 produced by 

humans & animals 

 Burning of fuels disturbs this balance 

leading to climate change  

Argon  Nearly 0.93% of atmosphere 

 Argon is obtained from the air as a 

by-product of the production of 

oxygen and nitrogen. 

All others  Nearly 0.04% of atmosphere 

 Comprises of helium ,ozone, dust 

particles etc. 

 

 Structure of Atmosphere 

 

 

EXOSPHERE -Has very thin air 

 Gases like helium & hydrogen floats to space from here 

THERMOSPHERE-Extends between 80- 400 kilometres 

 Temperature rises very rapidly 

 Used for radio transmission, as radio waves from earth 

reflected back by this layer 

MESOSPHERE-Extends up to 80 kilometres 

 Meteorite entering from space burns up in this layer 

STRATOSPHERE-Extends up to 50 kilometres 

 Free from cloud & weather related phenomenon-ideal 

for flying aeroplanes 

 Contains layer of ozone gas, which protects us from 

harmful sun rays 

TROPOSPHERE- Most important layer 

 Average height 13 kilometres 

 Air we breathe exists in this layer 

 All weather phenomenons like rainfall, fog, hailstorm 

takes place here. 
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 Components of Weather & Climate 

 
1. Temperature 

 Degree of hotness or coldness is known as the temperature. 

 Water freezes at 0 degree Celsius &boils at 100 degree Celsius. 

 Temperature changes through the day and season both. 

 Insolation is the incoming solar radiation intercepted by the earth. This greatly influences 

the temperature. 

 Insolation decreases from equator to poles & temperature follows the same pattern. 

 Earth receives only 1 in 2, 00,000,000 parts of sun’s energy. 

 The standard unit of measuring temperature is degree Celsius. 

 The instrument used for measuring temperature is known as Thermometer 

 

2. Air Pressure 

 Air pressure is defined as the pressure exerted by the weight of air on the earth’s surface.  

 Air above us presses us with a great force on our bodies.  

  We don’t even feel it, because the air presses us from   all directions and our body exerts 

a counter pressure 

 The air pressure falls rapidly, as we move up in the layers of atmosphere.  

 The air pressure is highest at sea level and decreases with height 

 Horizontally the distribution of air pressure is influenced by temperature of air at a given 

place. In areas where temperature is high the air gets heated and rises. This creates a low-

pressure area 

 Low pressure is associated with cloudy skies and wet weather. 

 In areas having lower temperature, the air is cold. It is therefore heavy. Heavy air sinks 

and creates a high pressure area. High pressure is associated with clear and sunny skies. 

 The air always moves from high pressure areas to low pressure areas. 

 Barometer is used to measure atmospheric pressure. 

 On the moon there is no air thus no air pressure as well, thus astronauts have to wear 

special protective space suits to balance the counter pressure exerted by their body. 

 
3. Winds 

 The movement of air from high pressure area to low pressure areas is called wind. 

 Winds are named after the directions from which they flow. 

 Wind vane shows the direction of the wind. 

 Winds & pressure conditions may also lead to turbulent and destructive phenomenon as 

cyclones (Depressions).East coast of India(Odisha in particular)  is highly prone to such 

incidents.(You will read more about this in higher classes) 

 Winds can be broadly divided into three types. 

a) Permanent winds – The trade winds, westerlies and easterlies are the permanent 

winds. They blow constantly throughout the year in westerly direction. 

b) Seasonal Winds-Changes direction with season. Example- Monsoon (India) 

c) Local Winds- Blow only during a particular period of year example- Loo 
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4. Moisture 

 When water evaporates from land and different water bodies, it becomes water vapour. 

  Moisture in the air at any time is known as humidity. 

 As the air gets warmer, its capacity to hold the water vapour increases and so it becomes 

more and more humid.  

  Mechanism of precipitation-When the water vapour rises, it starts cooling. The water vapour 

condenses causing formation of droplets of water. Clouds are just masses of such water droplets. 

When these droplets of water become too heavy to float in air, then they come down as 

precipitation. 

 Why Jet planes flying in the sky leave a white trail behind them?  As the moisture from their 

engines condenses, trails of this condensed moisture is seen  for some time when there is 

no air movement to disturb  it. 

 On the basis of mechanism, there are three types of rainfall: the convectional rainfall, the 

orographic rainfall and the cyclonic rainfall.(refer picture) 

 

 

                      Cyclonic Rainfall                                               Orographic Rainfall 

 

         Convectional Rainfall 

Cold 
air Warm 

air 
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 Rainfall is very important for the survival of plants and animals. It brings fresh water to 

the earth’s surface. If rainfall is less – water scarcity and drought occur. On the other hand 

if it is more, floods take place. 

 Apart from precipitation other forms of rainfall are- snow, sleet, hail. 

 Rain Gauge is used to measure amount of rainfall. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Key Takeaways:   

 Earth’s atmosphere is made up of different gases like nitrogen, oxygen carbon dioxide 

etc. 

 Atmosphere structurally consists of 5 layers namely troposphere, stratosphere, 

mesosphere, thermosphere & exosphere. These have their respective significance in 

maintaining temperature etc. of earth. 

 Components of weather & climate are temperature, air pressure, winds & 

moisture. Together these components are responsible for various atmospheric 

phenomenon. 

. 
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